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Joe Cnvarotta

ROYALTY: Myra Richardson realizes that she has won the
title of homecoming queen while fellow candidate Julie Ann
Burr (left} looks on. Vince Baca learns that he is this year's
king. (right}
Joe Cavaretta
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WASHINGTON - President
Reagan sets out this week on a final
round of campaign activity in hope
of securing Republican upsets in two
tight Senate races and avoiding
possible political embarrassment in
North Carolina.
Reagan spent the weekend at
Camp David, resting after a hectic
week of political and diplomatic
activity and preparing for an lithhour blitz of appearances and
speeches before Nov. 2.
Aides expect Reagan to wind up
the campaign with a political broadcast, possibly on Election Eve, then
wait at the White House for the results of pivotal races for Congress
and 36 governorships.
The weekend was not devoid of
political activity. Reagan and House
Speaker Thomas O'Neill exchanged
charges in sharply political .radio
addresses Satulfday, when O'Neill
said sticking wibt Reagan's program
will compound the suffering caused
by "unfair" policies, and Reagan
accused Democrats of spreading
"political fair] tales."
Reagan carries his appeal to "stay
the course" to the South and West
this week.
The strategy has been to use the
president in areas where he remains
personally popular despite a slumping approval rating nationwide, and

Absentee voters:
ballot reminder
Registered voters wishing to vote
as absentees in the Nov. 2 general
election may do so only unti15 p.m.
Thursday, according to a spokesperson for the County Clerk's office.
The deadline for acceptance of
mail-in ballots is also at 5 p.m.
Thursday.
People wishing to vote as absen•
tees must do so in person at the
clerk's office in the county office
annex at Fifth Street and Central
Avenue S.W., the spokesperson
said.
Mail-in ballots are no longer
being issued for the general election
in accordance with state law r the
spokesperson said.

Craig Chrissinger

The pep raiJy following the
Homecoming coronation Friday was
abruptly ended when a cheerleader
fell from the top of a collapsing huMonday, October 25, 1982 man pyramid,
Angela Moraja was taken to the
Student Health Center where an examination revealed no major injuries, said Associate Dean of Students Karen Abraham, who is also
the cheerleader's advisor.
At the coronation, Myra Richardwhere GOP candidates are in close economic problems facing other
races that might be tipped by his states, White House_aides are opti- son, 23, and Vince Baca, 20, were
presence.
mistic Reagan can help Williams crowned UNM's Homecoming
1 Queen and King.
Thus, his new swing will include maintain or expand his lead.
Richardson, from St. Louis, Mo.,
return visits to Montana and Nevada, where Republicans stand the .
In contrast to Montana, the reces- is a senior majoring in speech combest chance of unseating Democratic sion has left Nevada with record un- munications, and Baca, from Bernaincumbents.
employment and its gaming industry lillo, N.M., is a junior majoring in
GOP strategists hope a presiden- in a severe slump. But Reagan re- business administration.
tial visit will help Republican Larry mains popular and aides insist a visit
"First of all, I'd like to thank
Williams solidify a slight edge over last month revitalized Hecht's cam- God, through Jesus Christ,''
Democratic Sen. John Melcher in paign and added five to 10 points to Richardson said. •'And the student
organizations, like BSU, that helped
Montana, and give GOP hopeful his standing in the polls.
me."
Chic Hecht a needed boost over Sen.
Baca said, accepting his title,
Howard Cannon in Nevada.
However, hopes for an upset may
Reagan also hopes to erase doubts . have been dampened by a new poll ''Thank you to everyone who helped
about the re-election chances of Re- published Sunday that showed Can- me, especially the UNM Marching
Band. I promise to be the best
publican Sen. Harrison Schmitt in nob holding a 13-point lead.
Homecoming King that UNM has
New Mexico, where unemployment
ever had."
at 10.1 percent statewide - 40 per·
cent among copper miners - has
narrowed Schmitt's lead.
Reagan will deviate from the pat·
tern of his campaign travels with a Alison Lacy
Murphy was chairman of the
trip Tuesday to North Carolina,
Memorial services for Dr. Geography department from 1965
which has neither a Senate seat nor a Richard Ernest Murphy, founder of until this year. .
governorship at stake this year.
the UNM Geography department,
Dr. Iven Bennett, who worked
The visit to Raleigh may have will be held at 1 p.m. today at the with Murphy from 1966 to the premore to do with intra-party politics UNM Alumni Ch11pel.
sent, said, "He built the department
than the makeup of the 98th ConMurphy, 62, died late Thursday up. The department was absolutely
gress.
night following a long illness affect- nothing until he came. "
North Carolina is the home of ing his kidne¥s.
Bennett credited Murphy's perconsei'V'ative Sen. Jesse Helms,
sistence and patience as key factors
whose $10 million political commitin the success of establishing the
tee, the Congressional Club, is pourgeography department.
ing millions of dollars into the races
When Murphy came to the departof five GOP House challengers and
ment, Bennett said there were only
Rep. Bill Hendon.
two or three faculty members and
the department had a very weak
Helms has much at stake in placundergraduate program.
ing his reources behind the GOP
Currently, the Geography departcandidates, and one Republican inment
has nine faculty members and
sider called the Reagan visit "a good
what Bennett said is an outstanding
move" to avoid any possible post·
undergraduate program and a very
election charges by Helms.
strong
graduate program.
The White House also is said to
"Richard
Murphy was one of the
want to prevent Helms from claimmost
honorable,
decent, straightforing single-handed credit for any vic·
ward
persons
I've
known in my
tories.
life/' said Bennett. "People of all
levels knew they could trust him.''
Melcher has become "Mr.
Murphy is known world-wide for
Vulnerable" among the 19 Senate
his development of a classification
Democrats seeking reelection. Once
system for mapping world landthe hofder of a comfortable 27-point
forms, which took him nine years to
lead, he now calls his contest a
40
perfect. The landfonn system is dihorse race" and blames his trCIU·
vided into three categories: the
bles on a $250,000 negative cam·
geologic origin and rock composipaign by the National Conservative
tion; the shape ofthe surface; and the
Political Action Committee.
process by which the land has been
Williams netted sizeable chunks
shaped.
of money and pUblicity from
Born in Hibbjng, Minnesota on
Reagan's earlier .visit, and with
Sept. 21, 19.20, Murphy was listed
RICHARD E. MURPHY
Montana insulated from many of the

Reagan, O'Neill trade charges
United Press International

Baca, Richardson
named king, queen
Richardson enjoys dancing, singing, community activities and writing. She is treasurer of Black Stu·
dent Union, president oflntervarsity
Christian Fellowship, editor of the
Black Student Union newsletter,
and belongs to the Afro-American
Studies Afrerschool Academy.
Baca's hobbies include tennis,
volleyball, music and watching old
movies. HeisamembcroftheUNM
Marching Band, president of Presidential Scholars Club, former
ASUNM senator, and vice president
of Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternity.
First runners-up were Joanne Stefan, 20, and Brian Garvin, 22. Stefan, from Albuquerque, is a senior
majoring in business administration.
Garvin, from Toledo, Ohio, is a
senior majoring in nutrition dietetics.
Stefan's hobbies include dancing,
hiking and horseback riding.
Garvin is interested in abstract
drawing, weight lifting, and V. w.
mechanic and body work.
Second runners-up were Kathy
_Heaphy, 21, and Shaun Cooper, 20.
Heaphy, from Albuquerque, is a
senior majoring in English. Cooper,
from Las Cruces, is a junior majoring in computer science.

Geography prof.Richard Murphy dies
in the 1978-79 "Who's Who in the
World" and "Who's Who in America, 1970, 1982".
He received a B.A. at St. Lawrence University, his M.A. at George
Washington University, and his
Ph.D at Clark University.
A National Science Foundation
Science Faculty Fellow at the Institute of Geography, University of
Paris, in 1964-65, Murphy was also
a Fulbright Senior Lecturer at the
Tohoku University in Sendai, Japan
in 1968-69.
Murphy was also asked to reintroduce political geography at the
Geographical Institute of the University of Saarland, Saarbrucken,
West Germany in 197~·76, on a
Fullbright grant. He was the first
professor to teach political geography there since World War 11.
Recently, Murphy was named an
Honorary Supernumerary Fellow at
the Jesus College, Oxford, where he
was on sabbatical in 1981-82.
Murphy is survived by his wife,
Esther Murphy of Albuquerque;
three children, Caroline K. Murphy
of Albuquerque, Richard 1. Murphy
of New York City, N.Y. and Alexander B. Murphy of Chicago, Ill.;
and four sisters. ·
Murphy's family requested that
instead of flowers, donations be
made to a General' Scholarship .Fund
designated to a student of geography
in the name of Professor Richard E.
Murphy.
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Wire Report
lr!ternational News

Walesa rejects
offer of freedom
WARSAW, Poland (UP!)- Solidnrity leader Lcch Walesa rejected
an offer of freedom in exchange for
his support of a new governmentsponsored trade union, his wife said
Sunday.
Danuta Walesa, back horne after
visiting her husband for five 1ays,
said Walcsa was offered ajob in the
new trade union, but turned it down.
"The authorities promi~ed him a
top job, probably in the new unions." she said. "If he had supported the new unions you could
have seen him freed."
Mrs.

\Vale~a

said Stsnislaw
Cio~ck, the gtwemment minister re>ponsiblc for trade unions, had vilited Wale;a at his detention center
at Arlnmowo, near the Polish-Soviet
border in southeastern Poland, to
make the offer.

She said the visit carne before the
government outlawed Solidarity and
other free trade unions on Oct. 8,
replacing them with local government-run unions that have been de-

by United Press International'

nounced by underground union
activists.
Walesa has been held by mllitary
authorities since December 1981
when martial law was declared and
Solidarity was suspended.
Mrs. Walesasaid her husband had
sent a protest letter to the Polish parliament when it banned Solidarity,
accusing it of violating the Gdansk
agreement that gave birth to the East
bloc's first free trade union in August 1980.
The government-run media reported that "initiative groups" tried
to establish the new unions in various work places but found few
workers willing to join. The new
unions are heing organized at each
work site ami will not be linked in
any way.

National News

Leads drying up
in Tylenol case
CHICAGO - Running out of good
leads in the hunt for the Tylenolcyanide killer, investigators Sunday
tried to narrow the list of people who

might have turned in the most recently discovered bottle of deadly
capsules.
But FBI fingerprint experts struck
out in efforts to lift prints from the
red and white capsules - ending
hopes they could provide direct evidence pointing to the person responsible for seven deaths.
The latest poison Tylenol discovery was reported Thursday. Investigators said it was retumed by a customer to a store only yards away
from the store where stewardess
Paula Prince bought the bottle of
poisoned capsules that killed her.
At the time, Illinois Attorney
General Tyrone Fahner said the discovery was th~: best hope for a break
in the case because the capsules had
not been handled from the time they
were tampered with to the time an
investigator opened the bottle.
Hope faded quickly, however, as
the FBI Saturday reported no prints
were found, possibly because the
killer wore gloves.
Police were unable to determine
who had returned a bottle without its
box to the store as the store did not
have a complete list of people who
returned Tylenol. Police appealed to
the public for help.

Strike still on
WASHINGTON - The NFL Players Association reaffirmed its solidarity Sunday and vowed to continue its 34-day strike following a
lengthy meeting of player representatives.
About I 00 players met at union
headquarters for nearly five hours
and restated the resolution passed
Aug. 30. Even dissident players
who had spoken out against the
strike and the union's wage scale
demand either agreed with the resolution or remained quiet,
No date was set for resuming
negotiations that broke off Saturday
when mediator Sam Kagel walked
out. .

Actress O'Neill
shoots herself
BEDFORD HILLS, N.Y.Movie actress Jennifer O'Neill, unable to talk to police since she shot
herself, may be the only person able
to provide detectives with details of
the accident.
The leggy 34-year-old brunette, a
gun control advocate, was apparent-

Jy alone ln the bedroom of her Z2roorn mansion Friday night when a
small caliber revolver discharged,
and a single bullet ripped through
her abdomen.
She was listed in good condition
Sunday at Northern Westchester
Hospital, where police were to interview the star of "Summer of '42."
Authorities Saturday ruled the
shooting an accident, and decided
there had been no attempt on the
actress' life after talking with Miss
O'Ne.ill' s manager-husband and
others who were in the Westchester
County mansion north of New York
City.
Miss O'Neill telephoned police
herself after the accident, but has
been unable to talk since then,
Bedford police found the actress
in a second-floor bedroom of her
home. They were summoned to the
home by Mt. Kisco police, whoreceived the initial call.
Marilyn Reiss, spokesman for
O'Neill, said the actress is a gun
control advocate and speculated she
might have been gathering guns for
some unknown purpose and unloading them when the accident
occurred.

FREE French Fries
with this coupon and the Purchase
of a Hamburger ($1.30 or more)
a .55¢ savings

Coupon expires 10·31·82

Frontier Restaurant

2 pieces Golden Fried Chicken

GOLDEN
FRIED
CHICKEN

Roll, Spicy Beans, Jalapeno Pepper, and Medium Beverage
S189 with coupon
Open at
Reg. "2 2 '
11:00 Daily
lise our convenient drive up windows at
1830 Lomas at Yale
Other Locations:
4700 Menaul NE
10015 Central NE
5231 Central NW
11200 llllnnu'lrnrn

Student Book Store

Get Two Free

Opposite UNM
2122 Central SE

IT!

Buy one Mars .Smm Pencil
with extra leads and eraser for $5.99
and Get Two More Free.
Limit 24 per customer. Dealers welcome.

243-1777

offer expires Oct. 30, 1982

-----------~-------------------------,

FREE Photo
to all ghouls
bearing this coupon

FREE Kodak Photo of your Costume

1

No strings-No tricks-Just treat
Our way of saying thanks!

1

I
I
ONCAMPUS I

• Friday, Oct 29 l·Spm
• At UNM Photo/Cine Service

1
1
I
UNM Photo .
Photo Suppll..
Photo Flnl•lllng
Dl•count Price•

1820 l.a• Lomas NE ·e across froni Newman Center

• 8x10 Kodak Black & White Print
• You must be in costume
• You must have this coupon

~l!'f1~W:P~)W1~1)1)1YfPYPW1WWil1)~W!WPo~)~Jl)))W)1JJ)T)l)YJ"l)W)))1)13?J

Trick or Treat Halloween Special ii.

122 Yale SE 266-5729

$5 00 Bonus to all first time Donors
$1 •00
0

Bonus to all Old Donors

with this coupon and a

You can dramatically increase your reading speed
today and that's just the start. Think of the time,
the freedom you'd have to do the things you want
to do. For twenty years the ones who get ahead

Cine Service 1
NE • 277·5743 1

~~~~ ~~;;:;~~~~;;:~:;;;;;-;;;-~----------------------------~-----_-_-_-_-_-_-_~_-_-_-_-_---'_J

Yale Blood Plasma, Inc.

It .gets down to what you want to do and what you
have to do. Take the free Evelyn Wood Reading
Dynamics lesson and you can do it-handle all the
work college demands and still have time to enjoy
college life.

~.

~

~
j

Limit one per donor
offer expires Oct. 29, 1982

==~ ~&Q&tC!Q&_(tCtl~&kQ&.M&tM~MtQ&ttthrtlMl(t\&&.uMt~M&~~Q&tlMMtl&lQI~

LOCATION:
UNM Campus
See schedule
at right for
buildings,
rooms and times.

have used Reading Dynamics. It's the way to read
for today's active world-fast, smooth, efficient.
Don't get left behind because there was too much
to read. Take the free Evelyn Wood Reading
Dynamics lesson today. You can dramatically
increase your reading speed and learn about
advanced study techniques in that one free
lesson. Make the college life the good life. With
Reading Dynamics you can do it.

SCHEDULE OF FREE LESSONS
TODAY OCT.. 25 3:30 pm 7:00pm
(MECHANICAL ENGINEERING BLDG., RM 220)
Tuesday Oct. 26 2:00pm 4:30pm 7:00pm
(Chemical Engineering Bldg., Rm. 107)
r

Wednesday Oct. 27 1:00pm 4:00pm 7:00pm
(Electrical Engineering Bldg.)
1:00pm lesson is in Room 217
4:00pm and 7:00pm lessons are in Boom 220

SEATING IS
LIMITED, SO
PLEASE PLAN
ON ATTENDING THE
EARLIEST POSSIBLE
LESSON/

·~EVELYN WOOD READING DYNAMICS

c·

1978 £ v(lfyt1 WuN1

Af•;ldrriq Dvt,cHTiiC'-1 lnt
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DOONESBURY
by Garry Trudeau

Editorial
~Freedom
"VIEW FROM
'I11E BOTI'OM"
by

· Rick Berthold
In a newspaper in Munich,
Germ<tny, 1932, a news staff
member writes an editorial sug·
gesting that Jews are not subhu·
m<tn and should be treated as
good Germans. The next day a
large crowd of Nazis converges
on the newspaper offices and
forces the dismissal of the au·
thor, claiming his editorial was
an outrage to God. decency and
the accepted standards of the
community. For good measure
they also beat him to death.
In a newspaper in Selma, Alabama, 1952, a staff member
writes an editorial suggesting
that segregation is bad and that
blacks and whites should receive
equal treatment, The next day, a
large crowd of whites converges
on- the newspaper offices and
forces the dismissal of the author, claiming his editorial was
an outrage to God, decency and
the accepted standards of the
community. For good measure
they also bomb his house.
In a newspaper in Albuquer·
que, New Mexico, 1982, a staff
member writes an editorial sug·
gesting that minority students

of speech' means just that
are, for whatever reason, ist bigots and anti-Semites to
academically inferior. The next speak theirs. Freedom of ex·
day a large crowd of minority pression is to glory in the words
students converges on the news· of Martin Luther King, but equal·
paper offices and forces the dis· Jy- and perhaps more impormissal of the author, claiming his tantly- it is to suffer the Nazis'
editorial was an outrage to God, march through the Jewish comdecency and the accepted stan· munity of Skokie. The ACLU's
dards of the community. For finest hour came when it de·
good measure they also force fended (with a Jewish attorney)
the suspension of the editor.
the constitutional rights of that
All three of these incidents tiny group of universally· de·
have something in common, spised lunatics and then suffered
don't they? No, I am not suggest· the exodus of a large part of its
ing that the students filling the membership.
Lobo offices are to be equated
I agree with the statememnt of
with Nazis or Klansmen, but the the coalition that the Lobo has a
tactics in each case are the same. responsibility to treat all stu·
A group of people reads an edito· dents with respect and dignity,
rial with which it disagrees, and but that responsibility ends on
rather than responding with the editorial page. Free express·
arguments, constitutes itself into ion of opinion has absolutely no
a mob and demands the elimina- responsibility to treat anyone in
tion of the author. And lurking any particular way, just as you
ever-present in the background and I have no obligation to grant
is the threat of force.
respect to someone whom we
Freedom of speech means feel does not deserve it. From
freedom of speech. And as the you I demand the right to say
protestors pointed out, it does what I please and to be treated in
carry with it a responsibility, but a rational manner, but respect is
not the responsibility to confine for you to grant only if you feel so
oneself to opinions acceptable to inclined.
the community or any part of it. it
Dr. Bannan (always be suspi·
is instead the responsibility to cious of people who put Ph. D.
defend that freedom of express- after their name) should be conion for everyone, even those cerned about something more
whose opinions are thoroughly basic than multi-cultural
disgusting. Freedom of speech approaches: that the University
means the right of ethnic minor- is apparently falling to teach stuities and political dissidents to dents to think and argue clearly
speak their piece, and it also and rationally rather than
means the right of fundamental- scream and threaten force. And

Professor Rosenthal (of political
science, yet), who made the motion to suspend McKinley,
apparently feels that such tactics
are appropriate; does she then
feel that offended groups should
shut down her classes and demand her termination when she
expresses unpopular opinions?
And there is some irony in the
fact that the minority groups,
while dealing a blow to the freedom of speech, also did themselves a disservice. (This is one
of those aforementioned often·
sive opinions.) It hardly helps the
cause to demand so ostentatiously your rights while simul·
taneously denying those of
Blazek and McKinley; your right
to call them "racist" is no more
or Jess valid than their right to
call you "academically inferior."
The BSU especially comes out of
this looking a little silly, like an
organization which feels the
need to yell the loudest because
otherwise no one might notice
them. The picture of Frank Parks
screaming in anger at McKinley
(Oct. 15 Lobo) hardly conjures up
''dignity and respect"- or
rationality.
Disagree with this? Think I'm a
racist? Actually, I don't care what
the hell color you are, but if you
think so, write a letter, argue and •
attempt to show the community
I'm a racist. Occupy my office
and demand my resignation, and
you only show the community
your own narrow·mindedness.

action, of which we can all be
proud.
Students here are neither
apathetic nor wedded to their
studies, as the editorial implies.
If bed races and VW stuffing
don't draw a crowd, take a critical
look at the activities before criticizing student spirit. Ms. Cress
asks, what if you gave a party
arid nobody came? My answer
is, "You gave the wrong kind of
party.''
Derek Roff

cle "Discrimination is Something Desirable" is insulting, and
damages the personal integrity
of each and every one of the persons that belong to the so-called
"m,inorities.''

resignation of editor Marcy
McKinley.

As foreign graduate students,
we feel that this kind of article
fosters an atmosphere adverse
to academic development, ours
as well as that of the groups
mentioned by Mr. Blazek.

Former editors
sought

Amusing facts'
are reviewed
1

Editor:
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Letters
UNM aJJathy
has limitations
Editor:
In the Oct. 21 editorial, Eve
Cress complains about lack of
support for homecoming activi·
ties and blames student apathy.
Included with that Lobo issue
was the Chartered Student Organization guide, which listed
approximately 180 groups. I
think that shows an impressive
range of activities. Furthermore,
the many unchartered groups
and student activities, including
the new student newspaper, the
work on the Bottle Bill, and the
response to the recent editorial
on discrimination, show high
level of student commitment and

a

Blazek editorial:
pernicious insult
Editor:
We are convinced that any
form of discrimination is perni·
cious. Mr. Blazek's editorial arti·

We find it absurd that awkward and HI-supported opinions
such as that of Mr. Blazek be presented in an academic setting.
Their publication in university
media such as the Daily Lobo is
equally undefendable. Consequently, we express our solidarity with the different campus
organizations that demand the

Humberto Madrid
Silvia Carmen Morelos

Past Lobo editors- ALL
past editors- are invited to
contact editor Marcy McKinley in connection with the re·
cent charges of "incompetence" (of the editor, not the
Pub Board) and a possible
opportunity to testify in behalf
of the First Amendment. Formal lynching (formal pro·
ceedings) is scheduled for
October 27. Call 277-5656.

Letters
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If the current controversy over
Mark Blazek's editorial has done
nothing else, it has produced
some of the most amusing state·
ments of "fact" that I have seen
in a long time. Blazek began it
when he made the long logical
leap from poor SAT performance
to academic inferiority. Obvious·
ly these standardized tests have
very little to do with academic
performance. The hundreds of
colleges and universities which
use these scores as a basis for
admission do so solely to discri·
minate against minorities.
On a lighter note, Wednesday,
Fredrich Hilpert suggested that
the Daily Lobo should drop the
"UPS/UP! articles." Other than
the fact that I like having national
news in the Lobo, I am sure that
the United Parcel Service would
be very surprised to find that
they are a wire service!
Another statement that I have
seen is that the "whites" are the
ones who are the minority here. I
would like to see a source on this,
for I believe that the "whites" do
outnumber the Hispanics almost
2·1 (source: 1980 United States
census).
I also think that we should do a
little defining here. When I say
"minority" I am speaking of the
radical few who feel that it is their
duty to attack anything which
can be construed to be an attack
on their culture. When it comes
down to it, we are all minorities. I
happen to be mostly Irish, but I
do not call myself an Irish American, I am just an AMERICAN!
This does not mean that I don't
feel proud knowing that Halloween originated in Ireland, but
by the same token, I don't carry a
sign that reads "I'M A MEMBER
OF A MINORITY, SO YOU BET·
TER NOT SAY ANYTHING BAD
ABOUT MEl" The Greeks (not
the frats) recently announced
their national pride. They held a
grand celebration, not a sit-in.
The whole point of this is that
anyone who looks for a fight will
surely find it. The question is
why look?
Next, let us examine Bill Littlefield's claim that "there's no
doubt that the board has the
power to suspend the editor/'
This power is not in the bylaws of
the board. They reinstated
McKinley "upon legal advice,"
after receiving a Jetter from her
attorney informing them that
their actions were illegal. How,
then, can Littlefield make his
claim? If he really expects us to
believe him, then he is as gullible
as we would be if we did. Further,
it is interesting to note that the
motion to illegally suspend
McKinley was made by Debora
Rosenthal, a professor of politic·
al science. One would hope that
she, of all people, would respect

the bylaws of the board.
justice.- nor can charity be consi· substantiated. Had there been
The sad part of all ofthis is that dered a luxury that one can any substantiation of even one of
the evil of Blazek's editorial choose to practice wherever suit· the allegations, you can rest
stems mainly from interpreta- able.
assured that Anaya would have
tion. People seem only to read
According to my diary, in prosecuted.
Editor,
the headline and the sentence September 1975, after the Attor·
I am totally surprised to hear
about minorities being inferior. if ney General's Office under him now speak of the Fifth ComIn a recent TV interview, longeveryone would just read the Anaya initiated an investigation mandment, of not taking any- time UNM yellow-journalism
article without assuming that he . into the penitentiary, my hus- one's life, yet he has persisted for professor Robert Lawrence was
had malicious intent, they would band, Mr. Felix Rodriguez, was seven years to assasinate Felix's asked what he thought of the
see that it is not all that bad. It is called one night at home during character.
Lobo editor conflict ••. In his kin·
the general attitude of ''Tread on that investigation. I specifically
Fortunately, I have never met dergarten comprehension of
me and I'll tread on your face, remember on a particular Satur- this individual, but it is my opin- protected speech, Lawrence
m····· f-····1" that is reponsible day, Sept. 6, 1975, when one of ion from experience, that he is wrongfully inferred that the Supfor the uproar.
the prison guards called our resi· insensitive and an opportunist reme Court would indemnify
Speaking of uproar, some of dence at 8:15 p.m. and stated who will persecute an individual Marcy McKinley's racist actions.
the minorities are rallying be- that the Attorney General, Mr.A- or individuals in .order to attain • Firstly, we realize how deeply
hind the cry "Freedom of the naya, had called and demanded his own glory and will disregard hurt Lawrence is because his
press is not freedom to that Felix immediately go to the the fact that he uses innocent prdtege was given suspension
oppress!" This cry is a wonderful prison and unlock his desk and people as stepping stones. It is vis-a-vis paid vacation. Secondexample oft he old adage that the the vault in order that a search also my opinion that he takes up ly .•• the nine justices would not
1.0. of a mob is equal to the 1.0. of could be conducted by Anaya's issues that he thinks might be able to find sufficient legal
its most intelligent member, di- investigators. These tactics were appeal to the voters regardless precedence to protect an editor
vided by the number in the mob. typical of the investigation, of the merits of those issues. who intentionally and maliciousIt sounds great until the question which routinely interrogated Frankly speaking, I think that he ly uses a student-operated and
is asked, "Who is being oppres- personnel during non-working is poor material for the office of publicly-funded newpaper to
sed?" Surely it is not the minor- hours and under circumstances governor.
promote and enhance his/her
ities. The only grievance thay which were designed to be coerpersonal racism .•.
have is that one man exercised cive. Despite much publicity, the
Juan Jose Nunez Martinez
Tonie Rodriguez
his freedoms of speech and many allegations were never
press and expressed an unpopular opinion. It appears that it is
the "whites" that are really
oppressed. The Constitution
allows for majority rule and
minority rights. It does not allow
for minority (read "mob") rule
and majority go cower in the
corner!
Unfortunately, the world will
little note nor long remember
what I say here. The Publications
Board will doubtless remove
McKinley from office. It has
Serving the UntversJty of New Mextco and the Albuquerque area
Mon-Fri 8:30-.5:30 Sat 10:00-5:00
already been demonstrated that
several of her accusers sit on the
board. Her reinstatement was
just another example of the
judge/executioner saying "Hold
it Jake, we have to try her first,
then we can hang her!" And
John Neary should take note, for
·
Viennese style, with a touch of cinnamon.
when she is removed, Freedom
will die a little more.

Prof. criticized

Student Bookstore
Opposite UNM
2122 Central Ave. SE
243-1777
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Toney Anaya
is poor material

Smooth and light, French-style.
'-
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GENERAl Food~·

Editor:

INTERNATio.v.l Cotfees

One could assume that only a
person with humane qualities
could make a statement such as
attributed to gubernatorial
candidate Tony Anaya, as
quoted by the Santa Fe New
Mexican, Thursday, Oct. 7, 1982:
"I still believe in the Fifth Commandment- Thou Shalt Not
Kill- and I think that applies to a
society as well as an individual .•• "
Isn't it true that the Fifth
Amendment is not limited strictly to the act of actually taking
another's life?l was taughtthat it
orders us not to ridicule, insult,
show aversion and contempt to
others. This commandment
further orders us to practice the
virtue of charity.lt is not possible
for there to be charity without

Risparmia 30C''

11

Creamy rich, with an oronge twist.
-

'

GeNERII.I Food~·

"'""''

INTEnNMiONAl ColfHs

300''

Delicious, Ike a chocolate after-dinner mint.

GeNenAl Food~:
INTERNATIONAl

'
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1

Cottees

SUisse Mocfla
SWISS SIYLE INSWIT COFFEE SEVEIIAGE

Rich and chocolatey SWiss.
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letters Submission Polley

Letters to lhs editor must be typed, dou·
ble-spacod and no hloto than 100 words. All
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'WHO~
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N.M. gets new seismic observatory

Jules Verne launch
predicted for weekend

SOCORRO, N.M. (UPI! - The
New Mexico Institute of Mining und
Technology and the U.S. Geological Survey are operating a new seismic ohscrvatory that will eventually
receive data from across the state.

in!( executive, and Ida, a Longmont, Colo., horticulturist. were in
f:lillin!(s last week preparing their
lnlllcmn, the Jules Verne, f(Jr JiftniT. but the weather conditions did
not favor the launch.
Jim Mitchell. a ;pokcsman for
the CI'cw, said a "pretty feeble"
weather ;ystem wus forccust to
move through the area Wednesday.
''but it looks like it's going to be
too weak to usc. If that is the case,
the best opportunity is the coming
weck,•nd sometime."
The balloonists hope to make the
llight in eight to 10 days.

ALB ll<)lfl\RQLII:.
N .M.
tl'l'IJ
llallnnni'h Ma~ic
Anderson und Don Ida arc return ..
mv to llillin)!s. Mont .. hut the
Wl'atlll'r probably will not favor the
launch or their proposed urouncJthc-worlclllight until the weekend,
a 'Jlllkcsmun said Sunday.
The two men hope to take off
lrom an indu1tnal park ncar BillIll!!' on a !!Iobal ba.lloon voyt~gc.
Thdr first two attt,mpts at the f l1ght
!ailed bt•causc or biks in the balloon envelope.
AmiL'rson, an Albuquerque min-

of remote monitor; - one located
in the SocomJ area, the site of frequent small disturbances, and the
other scattered across the state.

Allan Sanford, a professor of
geophysics, said the monitors will
The observatory, located at the transmit information that can be reNew McxicoTech campus, incorpo- corded and analyzed at the observarates two partly completed net works tory. By finding the location and

depth of earthquakes, the system can
be used to examine the transmission
of shock waves and the nature of the
material they are passing through.
Sanford said the Socorro network
will be used to check for a possible
connection between the ''microquakes" common in the area and a
p0ol of molten rock located some 19
kilometers underground.

Survey questions freshmen dropout rate
Kent Kullby

ALBUQUERQUE DISCOUNT FURNITURE
Soles and Rental
.3500 Central, SE
This coupon good for

Free Picture with purchase of
5 Piece Living Room Set
Sale Price $399.
One Week Only Expires 10-31-82
Mon · Frl 9om • 6pm Sat 9om • 6pm Sun 12pm -5pm

Nob Hill Corner of Central & Carlisle
256-3939

,--;,;,;.•NEWSLAND•--•r•·-~ NEWSLAND•••,

About 40 percent of this year's
freshman class will drop out of
UNM, nnd University College
Associate Dean Herta Teitelbaum
wants· to know why.
She is preparing to send out a survey to the 1981 freshman class to
find out why only 60 percent of them
became sophomores this year.
"Is it because of academic, financial, personal or institutional
reasons? Who knows? We aren't
sttrc why," Teitelbaum said
Wednesday.
But it is clear that UNM has been
losing more and more freshman every year, she said. "The drop-out
rate has increased over the last decade. The student body has changed

a lot since the last time we did a
survey about 10 years ago.'' she
bald.
The survey consists of two parts,
The first part asks why that particular student did not come back to
UNM. The second part asks for specific reactions to classes. professors,
counselors, and inquires about social experiences .at UNM.
"There may be a relationship between the extent that the student got
mvolvcd with activities and whether
he came back," Teitelbaum said,
The drop-out mte decreases later
in the student's academic career, she
said. Students who get into a college
grainting a degree usually stay till
they finish their degree, Teitelbaum
said.

"The biggest problem is in their
tirst year of college," she emphasized.
University College will send out
the survey to this year's sophomores
before Christmas and to those who
did not return during Christmas,
when they might be home visiting,
Teitlebaum said.
''The whole idea is to determine if
the university can do anything toretain these students here," she said.
The college also sends out over
10,000 letters yearly to students who
are on probation or have Jess than a
2,0 grade- point-average. The letter
informs students they are in jeopardy of not getting into a degreegranting college, and gives advice
on improving academic performance.
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ARE YOUR CAREER GOALS
COMPATIBLE WITH
YOUR PERSONALITY
• learn the career fields that best suit your ~rsonal[ty
• Direcr your academic efforts efficiently
• Prepare for the career offering greatest self:9ratification
• Avoid time-wasting attempt!. to become what you are not
" learn the ~rsonal~ traits to work on to achieve your goals
By companng your personalrty profrle. wrth the personalrty profrlel of
thousands of successful men and women 111 a varrety of career foelds.
f'ERSONAMETRIX can determrne the extent to whiCh your personality os
surted for a spec1f1c career
S1mpty complete our 60·mrnute self·admrmstered personalrly mventory on
the pnvacy or your home and return 11 to us . We Will assess your personal
data professoonally and return a comprehensove report descnb1ng your
personaltly profrre and the extent to wh1ch your profrlc resembles the profries or those who have achreved success 1n career foelds that tr>terest yeo
Send your name. address and 525.00 [check or money ordel] to.

PERSONAMETRIX

9171 Wilshire Blvd.. Suite 300, Beverly Hills, CA 90210

The special education department
in the College of Education has instated an intern program this fall that
allows Albuquerque Public School
teachers to receive a master's degree
through UNM while they continue
to teach in APS as special education
teachers.
"In a year and two summers, they
are able to earn a master's degree,"
said Dr. Richard McDowell, chairman of the special education department, Most APS special education
teachers have bachelor's degrees.
"The majority have minimal training,." McDowell said.
Essentially, thiS'program will create better qualified APS special
education teachers, he said. Currently, about 760 APS teachers instruct special education classes. The
special education department trains
teachers to provide varied assistance, from teaching children how to
feed themselves to helping gifted
children. Children who require these
services usually do not receive them
in the regular classroom situation he
said.
UNM trains teachers in the areas
of mental retardation, learning disabilities, behavioral disorders and
gifted children. There is no training
at UNM for the crippled or the
visually and hearing impaired. This
is because there are not enough of
these children to demand a need for
specialized teachers. Training for

Dennis Pohlman

I

3920 Centrai.SE I
262·1662

I

.Julie Mateucci

teaching these areas is available only
outide the state.
Next spring, however, special
education will offer a three-hour credit course on the visually handicapped. The teacher, Fred Schoeder. is
blind.
Interns for the program are recommended by UNM. These people
will already have general endorsement, McDowell said. The teachers
are selected through a joint agreement between APS .and UNM. This
semester, about eight teachers are
involved with the program, and
'' APS has agreed that for every two
interns, they will identify someone
with a master's degree to be a·clinical supervisor," McDowell said.
A clinical supervisor is one who
helps tr<~in those in the program at
UNM, but is still employed by APS.
A doctoral program is also available from the special education department. This program is limited to
a maximum of five students per
chairperson and there are nine active
chairpeople to handle. these doctoral
students, McDowell said.
The outlook for special education
is that of growth and improvement,
"New Mexico has come a long way
and the budget for special education
has grown tremendously,''
McDowell said. "Program-wise,
when I first came here in 1971, in
behavior disorders there were 15 or
20 classes to serve these children.
This year there are I I 0 to 115
classes."

Littlefield resigns
from Pub Board
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I
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Education College
offers APS program

Joe Cavaretta

MEDIA EVENT: A KOB· TV sponsored old time political rally drew hundreds of campaign
workers and their respective candidates to Johnson field Saturday afternoon.

Revival slated
for Oct. 26-28
A campus-wide revival called
"Son rise '82" is scheduled for the
Baptist Student Center on University Boulevard and Grand A venue at 7
p.m. Oct. 26-28,
The annual event is· called "Sonrise" because "Jesus, the Son of
God, is being Jilted up," said Daniel
Holcomb, chairman of the Baptist
Student Union Evangelism Corn·
mittee.
The public is invited to join in an
evening of singing, preaching and
fellowship at the revival, Holcomb
said.
"We're not trying to make people
become Baptists," he said. "Our
ultilllate aim is to give glory to
God."

Graduate Student representative
to the Student Publications Board
Bill Littlefield has resigned frorn the
board, according to a letter to the
publications board chairman from
GSA President Dolph Barnhouse.
The Jetter to publications board
chairman Robert H. Lawrence,
dated Oct. 20, said Barnhouse had
accepted Littlefield's resignation
"due to accusations which have
been made against Littlefield regarding his ability to rule impartially
on the charges filed by the Student
Coalition Against Racism."

Barnhouse's letter went on to say
that Littlefield asked that his name
be withdrawn as a GSA representa•
tive to the board "to avoid any
appearance of impropriety.''
Barnhouse also said he had
appointed Bob Van Pentz of the
Anderson School of Management to
serve in place of Littlefield. Pentz
will join Bill Cappuccino as the
other GSA representative to the
board when formal charges filed by
the student coalition against New
Mexico Daily Lobo Editor Marcy
McKinley arc heard in executive
session on Wednesday.

Send the Daily Lobo
For only $10.00 per year you can send the Daily

Announcemenls in ?ip Stnia! will be run the day
btfore I he event and 111~ day of tht twnt on d space
a11al/aM~ basfs, lip Stfllice is twaifable to a(J UNM
non-profit orgonltotlons, F"orms for Lip Servia can
be picked Up In Marron Hall. room IJ8 a_nd must be
turned;, b.Y2 p.m. the day prior tO publication.

Today's Events
''The Re!iume! Your ilre lll!toryonl P1gts 1'; will
be held ftom 9 a.m. to 10 a.m. today iri Cateer
Services·, Mesa Vista Hall, 2Ht.
11
Stnoklng Ceu•lfon Workshop," will be held'
from 7 p._m, _t~ 9 p.m. today lil the Student Health
Center~ Registration is: required,

The Edua:iilon fOr Sodal -Responsibility will

Present. a program on nuclear war from 1 p.m. fo 9
p.m. today In the UNM Law Schoof, room 2402.

Speakers include CoHron Cflaudler, Physics, and Pat
McNamara. Socia logy.
Tbt NaY•]o Club of AlbuqUerque w111 host a
for Na.,.ajo Tribal Chainnan Peter
McDonald and Vice-Chairman Frank Paul at '7 p.m.
today 11.1 the Mttrriott Hotel. All .Navajos and ln•
le:rested persons are invited.
receplion

the tiNM Art Muu:um will featureAna.Mendlela
who wiil lecture on ~~Fum Worktr at 7:30 p;ni. tllday
in I he Fine Arts Center, room :UUS. 'The teet ore bIn
conjunction with the uhibitlon •;carl Andre: 11
presently Ori display at I he Museum.

The UNM lntematlonai-FolkDance Club will meet
loday at 82l Buena Vista, se_ two blocks southwest
of Yale and Coni. Everyone_,. including begin nets, ate
welcome~ $1 fee. More infonnntlon is available at

Tuesday's Events

11
H15It Asilertlveriess Technlquu-,•• a six- week
course, will begin at 7 p.m. today in the Womenfs
Center. Pre-registration Is required.

•~ne lnlervlew: Putting· If All Together" will be
held from 10 n.m, to 11:~0 a.m. Tuesday, in Careet

293·l34l.

ThelJNM tradltlonol Musl< Al!odollon Will meet
al' 8 tJ.rft. today in lhe SUB, room 253. Ali people
interested ht Folk and Traditional mUSic B.rid :Song fire
invited.

The UNM..SNA. Student Nurses' A!soeiatlon~- will

sp.;;ns()t "SpcclaHHes within :N'ursin~!;" mJni·lectures
on Cr_ltic~l_ Cart Nursing~ Recovezy Room Nursing,
!amily Nurse Prarlion~r, Emtrgtn~y kootn Nursing,
and Nurse AnesiJuUists, trom 1:30 p.m. to 3:,30 p.m.
tOday in the CoHege of Nursing1 toom 251 .. All Interested persons ar~ wel~ome.

T'i1e JJlue Key N1Uontl Honor Frilernlty- will hold

!U monthly general meeting at 7:~0 p.m. today In the

SUIJ, room23IE.

means aii7S papers published in semester I, all
73 papers published in semester II, and even all
nine papers published during the summer ses"
sion will be mailed the day they are published.
That's 151 newspapers delivered home for only
$10.00,
Bring your $10 to our office, Maron Hall
Room 131 (on Redondo Dr. between
the journalism and biology buildings) aily
time from 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
Monday through Friday or mail It to UNM
~ox 20, Alb. N.M. 87131

1/

tics of this conference is that it brings also conceptual research, including
together diverse perspectives on philosophical and historical vieweducational problems," said Wayne points of educational problems.
Moellcnberg, professor of educaTwo pre-conference workshops
tional foundations at UNM and
will
be held Wednesday, Nov. 10,
member of the RMERA board of
.
on
microcomputers
and decision
directors.
The program will consist•of pap- making. "Microcomputer Applicaers, symposia, roundtable sessions, tions for Education," a full-day
invited speakers and graduate stu- workshop, will give the participants
dent seminars. Moellenberg, a hands-on experience with the commember of the conference coordi- pllters. "New Directions for Renating committee, said the papers search: Input From the Field" is an
presented will not only address afternoon workshop which will be
empirical research in education, but conducted by Larry Barber, the incoming president of Phi Delta Kappa. Workshop fees arc $35 and $20
respectively.
Exhibits will include information
on testing, textbooks and microcomputers.
will provide a forum to share con"The conference provides an
cems and gain skills in dealing with
opportunity to gain n.:w information
these emotions.
about educational problems, to
Facilitated by Dr. Nancy Black, share perspectives with others and to
the workshop is open to all parents. engage in dialogue with people from
regardless of the cause of separation other parts of the country who work
from children. Black is a clinical
in different settings," Mocllcnbcrg
psychologist in private practice in
said.
Albuquerque.
The workshop is free and regis IraRMERA is jointly sponsored by
tion may be made by calling the
UNM, the Albuquerque Public
Women'sCcnterat277-3716. orby Schools and the State Department of
dropping by at 1824 Las Lomas NE.
Education.

Workshop to be held
for non-custodial parents
Guilt and a feeling of loss are two
common emotions that aftlicl parents who no longerlive with their
children.
To help counteract this orientation, a work,shop for non-custodial
parents on how to cope with guilt
and Joss will beheld from 7 to9 p.m.
Wednesday at the UNM Women's
Center.
Sponsored by the Women's Center and the Mothers Without Chi!drcn support group, the workshop

Thursday October 28

r(,!

,I

7:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m.

I

Double Coupon Nite
Look for coupons in the Daily Lobo,
they're worth double at Sneak Preview Nite.

Free $1 Credit

Thr UNM Arthery Club will hold ·Its flrst mcdlng
12:31) p.m. to 2 p.m. TucsdaylntheSUB, totlm
2ltD, Open to the public.

for customers in costume

Sctvlccs:j Mesa Vlst:l Hall, 2131.
11
Math Confidence Worlcshop" will be hetd tram
1~ ~30 p.m. to 12:30 p.m. TueSday In tht University
Skills Center• third rfoor, Zimmerman library.

"SJ)tUin1 Workshtfp11 will be hr::ld from 11 d.-m. to
12 noon 'tuesday in thcUnlvcr!lit)'SkillsCentet, third
noor, Zimmerman Llbn1ry.

A am or Arable will begin Tuesday, Oct, 26.·
Sign-ups: are at the lntterna.Honaf Center, More ih·
rormatlon Is available from Muhammad Ali at 842·

6197.

wm meet at

"Doing Better With Less" is the
theme of the 13th annual meeting of
the Rocky Mountain Educational
Research Association, scheduled for
Nov. 10 through 12 at the Marriott
Hotel.
Responding to continuing education budget cutbacks, the association will welcome around 300 participants from more than I 0 states to
an environment designed to encourage exchange on problems and
issues in education and the dissemination of research findings.
"One of the unique characteris-

Monster Sale

{:

(tom

The UNM SkydMn1 Club

Conference to discuss budget cutbacks

Midnite madness at our preview

'
Lobo to any address in the whole US of A. That

Joa Cavartta

PRESIDENTIAL DUTIES for UNM interim president John Perovich include dishing out
tamales for the homecoming alumni at Sports Stadium Saturday evening.

7 ~.m.

Tuesday In the SUB, room 2318. 0J)ctl to the public.
Members are encouraged Ia auend.

•
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ReqLJired freshmen courses full

Literature teachers instruct writing courses
Frcshmnn English courses, required for many students at UNM,
represent 74 percent of the English
department's enrollment this
semester.
Only 19 percent of student enrollment i~; in literature courses, which
means many literature teachers arc
teaching writing courses, said Dr.
Hamlin Hill, English department
chainnan.
Hill said about 4,650 students arc
enrolled in English 100, 101 and
102, and that when those enrolled in
higher level writing courses arc
added to the total, it umounts to 81
percent of all students enrolled in the
department.
HJII said that 17 lit<;:rature courses
were not offered this semester, and
thauhc tcuchers of those courses had
to teach rrcshmnn English classes.
"The English department faculty
has to get reconciled to teaching
writing," said Hill. "We all wish it
weren't true. but we have to be
realistic," he added.

Peter Page, assistant director of
the Freshman English program, said
all levels of faculty arc teaching
Freshman English.
"The paper-grading load is a major problem (for the teachers)," said
Page, who took on an extra English
100 class because oft he large enrollment.
The overload also cuts down on
the availability of _teachers during
office hours.
An Englisl1 major, who ;Jskcd not
to be identified , said it takes him a
week or more to get in to sec one of
his professors.
"It's been a mystery to me why
our enrollment has gone up," said
Page.
Page cited returning students and
repeaters of Freshman English as
possible reasons lor the increase in
enrollment. Hill said the lower enrollment in upper division courses is
a nationwide problem.
"Students arc going to engineering and business and tending to

The Stu ent Health Center
has Dr. Gherardi,
a Consultant Dentist, available tor emergency treatment and
consultation on dental problems. Call 277-3136 fol' appointments and information.

---

DENTAL PROGRAMS
Opens Nov. 1

Emergency Dental Clinic
Emergency Care Only
Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday 9am - 11 am

Students $2.50 Faculty and Staff $5.00
Novitsky Hall East Wing Clinic Entrance

277-4106

Walk-ins Welcome
After Hours Call Albuquerque District Dental Society
268·0545
Charges May Vary

ignore the humanities," said Hill.
"Professional majors take all the
student's time."
In addition to these problems, the
English department was also faced
with a shortage of funds this semester, according to Page. Many
teachers had to take a cut in p;~y in
their freshman courses. Some of the
courses arc now being funded
through Continuing Education
which pays $1200, s~id Page. This
is $600 less than the English departmcnt pays for the same course.
Freshman English l'ourses the following spring will be funded

~

COUPON

HALLOWEEN SPECIAL
Sunday, Oct. 31 6:00 pm

Dr. Delores M. Etter, UNM
associate professor of electrical and
computer enginer.ring, has been
named as the recipient of a $.57,573
award from the National Science
Foundation's Visiting Professorships for Women in Science and
Engineering.
Through the program, Etter will
serve as a visiting professor in Stanford University's department of
electrical engineering for a one-year
period beginning June I, 1983.
The program, Etter said, serves
two basic purposes. First, it provides visibility for women in science
and engineering who arc employed
by industry, government or
academia. Secondly, the program is
designed to develop and encourage
careers in research for women in science and engineering.
Etter, whose current research interest involves analyzing methods
for synchronizing digital signals,
said she chose Stanford because
"it's a once in a lifetime chance to
do research with the top people in the
field. I think it's an excellent opportunity for me. "
Etter, whose research has applications in such fields as sonar and
tracking, said she also will have

Endorsements
announced

til Midnight

Cash Prizes for Best Costume
Coupon good for 2 tree games on any video
or pinball game

LOCATED IN THE CENTEA OF

FAIR PLAZA SHOPPING CENTER
LOMAS AND SAN PEOAO

Limit of one cpupon per person per d3V
OPEN SEVEN DAYS A WEEK FOR YOUR tNJOYHENTl

RECRUI'l'ERS ON CAMPUS TUESDAY THRU THURSDAY
SENIORS/GRADS: Sign up NOW tor an interview
PLACEHENT OFFICE
Mesi Vista, 2nd Floor

Page said 39 classes arc being
funded through Continuing Education. "We at least stipulated that the
classes (funded by Continuing
Education) have only 18 students,"
said Page.
Murjorie Shapiro Stein, a former
part·time lecturer for the English department, said she quit at the begin·
ning of the semester because of the
cuts.

"It was difficult for me to be
cooperative and helpful when others
were getting more money," s.aid
StGin, Stein added that when people
who have the same degrees and are
teaching the same classes arc getting
paid differently, it creates a bad
atmosphere.
Page said, "We regret that Marjorie felt she had to quit. I think she
felt she had been singled out, but that
was )lot the case." Both Michael
Hogan, director of the Freshman English program and Page are teaching
a class through Continuing Education, said Page.

La Campania de Teatro ofrece diversldad

Cultural heritage emphasized by Spanish theatre
Karen Peterson

de Sangre to works by local authors
and even a musical, Nuevo Mexico
La Compania de Teatro de Albu- Si!, that has run every Sunday after:
querque is a repertory theatre group noon for nearly a year at the theater's
offering plays from and about the home on east Central.
Hispanic cultural heritage of New
Jose Rodriguez, La Compania's
Mexico. In existence since 1976, La artistic director, came to AlbuquerCompania has offered more than 16 9ue from Puerto Rico via the Spanplays in Spanish and English, from tsh ·Repertory Company in New
classics like Lope de Vega's Fuen- York and the Royal Academy in
teovejuna and Garcia Lorca's Bodas London. He explains that the func-

tion of La Compania in New Mexico
is to erase the '' 100 year old artificial
cultural border'' separating Mexico
and New Mexico. He emphasizes
that he is not directing "an ethnic
theater'' nor ''a theater for an elitist
group." He calls the Spanish communiy in New Mexico one of the
most cohesive in the United States
and believes that, by presenting.
plays from the language and heritage

UNM professor receives science award

GOOD TIMES GAME ROOM

COUPON

through the English department and
the general college, which both pay
$1800, according to Hill.

Arts·

teaching responsibilities at Stanford.
Because Stanford's electrical engineering department has no women
faculty members, Etter said she feels
her visibility as a role model may
encourage other women to consider
engineering as a career.
Etter was one of 116 people who
submitted applications to the NSF
program. Only some 10 percent of
the applications submitted were
funded.

Her book, "Structured Fortan 77:
For Engineers and Scientists," is
being published by the Benjamin/
Cummings Publishing Co. of Menlo
Park, Calif. The book is due out in
December.

Trip to Carlsbad Caverns
offered by Travel Center
The UNM Student Travel Center
is offering a trip to Carlsbad
Caverns. The cost of the Nov, 6 trip
is $35 for students and $40 for non·
students. The fee includes transportation, a wine and cheese party,
and entrance into what has been called one of the greatest underground
attractions in the world.
Visitors can tour underground
chambers, explore deep winding canyons, study Permian Age fossil
reefs,. view unusual desert plants,
and when the migratory bat colony is
in residence. witness bat flights.

Dennis Pohlman
The New Mexico Women's Political Caucus has followed up its recent endorsement of gubernatorial
candidate Toney Anaya with an
announcement of its endorsements
for Congress and the New Mexico
House of Representatives.
Janice Paster, second vice-chair
of the women's political group, said
the caucus is supporting Republican
Mmjorie Bell Chambers in the new
third Congressional District and
Democrat Jan Hartke in the first District, which includes Bernalillo
County.
Paster said the group is also sup•
porting Democrat Jeff Bingaman in
his bid for the U.S. Senate, and
Democrats Fran Hill for Secretary of
State and Paul Bardacke for Attorney General.
Paster added that, as usual, the
caucus is backing Democrat Judith
Pratt in New Mexico House District
18, which surrounds the UNM campus. Paster said her group has backed Pratt in each of her two previous
campaigns.
"We invite all women to take a
good look at the candidates for
office this fall, and to usc their positions on women's issues as a primary factor in selecting those candi·
dates," Paster said.
Paster said the main concerns of
the caucus in making the endorse·
ments were support of the national
Equal Rights Amendment and backing of legislation designed to pro·
vide women reproductive freedom.
She said that includes a wide range
of issues such as freedom of choice
for women on abortit:Jn, availability
of birth control information and job
protection for women requesting
pregnancy leave.

Etter earned her doctoral degree
from UNM in 1979. In 1980, she
was selected as the UNM College of
Engineering's Outstanding Engineering Professor. She also is the
college's faculty advisor to UNM's
Society of Women Engineers.

Cave temperature is a consistent
56 degrees and cavern guests are
advised to bring a light jacket or
sweater. Shoes with low heels and
rubber soles arc also recommended.

Photography including the usc of
flash and time exposures is permitted on the trip. However, photos
must be taken from the paved trails
without resting the camera equipment on cavern rocks or formations.
High-speed film is recommended,
A bus will depart promptly at 7
a.m. from the front of Johnson
Gym, and it is required that students
be at the gym some 20 minutes early.
The bus will arrive in Carlsbad at
approximately 12:30 p.m. Entrance
into the cave is scheduled for 2 p.m.
The bus will leave Carlsbad at about
6 p.m. and will arrive in Albuquerque around I I p.m.
Reservations maybe made by filling out an application form at the
Student Travel Center located in
room 24B downstairs at the SUB.

Mutual cooperation pact
ties U.S., Brazil schools
An agreement of mutual cooperation has been signed between the
UNM School of Architecture and
the University of Sao Paulo, Brazil,
School of Architecture and Urban
Planning.
Dr. George Anselevicius, dean of
the UNM school, said the agreement
was signed during a recent visit to
the UNM campus by Professor
Lucio Grinover, dean of the Sao
Paulo architecture school. Both universities already have a general ex·
change agreement.
Grinovcr also met with UNM
architecture professors to discuss
potential joint research projects, lee·
lured in classes and visited several
New Mexico cities.
The new agreement is intended to
"promote and regulate the interchange of scientific, technological
and artistic activities through the in·
terchangc of professors and researchers, through courses, lectures and
seminars as well as specialization
programs for technical staff."
Faculty members interested in
contacting counterparts at the Uni·

versity of Sao Paulo should contact
the UNM Office of International
Programs and Services.

Internationally knovyn_ sculptors give
exhibition at Fine Arts Museum
Ann Ryan
Two intern~tionally known sculptors, Carl Andre and Ana Mendieta,
will be on campus this week to open
a joint exhibition of their work at the
UNM Fine Arts Museum.
The two will give lectures in
Room 2018 of the Fine Arts Center.
Mendieta, a native of Cuba, will
speak at 7;30 tonight and Andre will
speak at 8:00 Wednesday night. The
exhibition will then open with a reception for the artists Saturday, Oct.
30, from 5 to 7 p.m.
"Well known for his innovative
approach to sculpture, Carl Andre
has, since the early sixties, been influential in redefining threedimensional art," said Emily Kass,
interim director of the Art Museum.
She said that he has been an important influence on artists involved
with minimal art, environmental art
and process art.
Andre uses building materials in
his art and, while here, will create a
work using adobe bricks in the
Museum's Upper Gallery. "For
Andre, the site is integral to the work
and most pieces are planned for specific places," Kass said.
Mendieta's work is also sitespecific and will be represented in
the show by. photographs of her
"Silueta" series of ea:rth works.
During Castro's revolution, Mendieta was sent as a child to live in
Iowa, far from her homeland. This
experience gave Mendieta ''a sense
of rootlessness,'' which she
attempts to dispel through her
works, Kass said.
Mendieta uses raw materials from
the landscape to create sculptures of
female fornis based on the silhouette
of her own body.

"These images suggest hieroglyphs, prehistoric images or primitive icons," Kass said. "Forms
seem to emerge from the earth and in
a. natural eylce, they return to it
dissolved by the elements."
'
Mendieta has created earth works
in Iowa, Colorado, Mexico and
Cuba. Her work is in the permanent
collections of the Museum of Mod-

INTERNATIONAL
CAREER?

Absentee ballots
available
UNM Navajo students must file
imrncdiately if they want to vote for
the president of the Navajo Nation
through absentee ballot.
Applications for absentee ballots
are available at the Native American
Studies Center, 1812 Las Lomas
~.E. Nav~jos must mail the applica·
tton, recctve the ballot, vole, have
the ballot notarized and sent back to
the Navajo election headquarters by
Oct. 30, according to Bernadette
Cha~o. ~s Chato is circulating the
appltcattons.
She said she hopes to set a time;
date and place for Albuquerque
Navajos to get their ballots noto·
rized. She can be reached for more
information at 255-1523.

A representative
will be on the campus

THURSDAY

NOVEMBER 4,

1982

to discuss qualifications for
advanced study at
AMERICAN
GRADUATE SCHOOL
and job opportunities
in the field of
INTI:RNATIONAI. MANAGEMENT
Interviews may be scheduled at

CAREER PLANNING &
PLANNING~MESA VISTA HAL
AMERICAN GRADUATE SCHOOL
Of INTERNATIONAL MANAGEMENT

Thunderbird Campus
Glendale, Arl2ona 85306

•

em Art, the Walker Art Center and
the Tates Gallery in London,
Andre's and Mendieta's works
will be on exhibition at the Fine Arts
Museum through Dec. 17.
The Museum, located in the Fine
Arts Center, is open Tuesday to Friday from JO a.m. to 5 p.m. and 7 to
10 p.m., and from I to 5 p.m. on
weekends.

of that culture, he is enriching the
Jives of all New Mexicans. "These
plays emphasize the common
humanity of us all," said Rodriguez.
La Campania has been criticized
for not being political enough, but as
part of his philosophy of emphasizing the commonality of culture,
Rodriguez points out that there are
political messages in even such old
classics as Fuenteol'ejuna. Nor are
the works by local authors innocuous. Often they treat local problems in controversial ways. For example, E. A. Mares' "Lola's Last
Dance'' may have alienated some of
the traditional Catholics in Nuestro
Teatro's audience. Rodriguez translated Bodas de sangre to a rural New
Mexican setting as welL
The current offerings of La Compania·reflcct a repertory that appeals
to audiences as diverse as the
population of Albuquerque. The
musical.Nuevo Mexico Si! is staged
every Sunday. On Saturday night
there is 0 .K. by Venezuelan playwright Isaac Chocron, and Ray
Bradbury's The Wo11derjul lee
Cream Suit is on Friday evenings.

Only 0 .K. is entirely in Spanish.
The other selections aJ:C accessible
to English speake'rs.
La Compania also provides an
opportunity for local youth to
apprentice themselves in the theater.
Rodriguez has sent one of his young
actors to London to study, and
another to Julliard. There is a unique
vitality in La Compania productions, a sense of family, of effort and
lov~ that goes into the productions
and capturers the audience, notes
Anna Mastrogiovanni. Mastrogiovanni, who plays with Rodriguez
and Susan Jones in 0 .K., perfonncd
with the Santa Fe Festival Theatre
this summer.
Currently La Compania is working on a special Christmas show, El
stuno de Navidad del santero,
which is an adaptation of the traditional Los pastores. The adaptation
includes interpolations from Lope
de Vega and Garcilaso, traditional
elements of Las Posadas and the
adoration of the Magi, and concludes with representations of Death
and The Resurrection. Marimba
music and the Bernalillo choir arc
included.
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Sports
Lobos set records in NMSU massacre
UNM beat the University of Mexico, 77-6 in 1960, but you would
haw to go back to 1950 when the
Lobos stopped Northern Arizona,
78-0, to find a more productive scoring day. lJNM r~ckcd up 28 points in
the first quarter, seven in the second,
I 0 in the third and 21 more in the
fourth.
Pete Parks kicked a 52-yard field
goal in the third quarter to break a
school record of 50 yards set by Jack
Abcndschan in 1964 and Jim
Haynes in 1978. Ray Guerette kicked a 52-yardcr in 1954, but the
National Collegiate Athletic Asso·
elation at that time didn't count the
l 0 yards in the end zone. so it went
into the books as a 42 yarder. Parks

Steve King
The University of New Mexico
Lobos proved once and for all that
they're the only legitimate Division
I football tcnm in the state.
The Lobos moved their record to
fl·l with nn elcctrifiying, 66-14,
shclacking of downstate rival New
Mexico State in a non-conference
game played Sulurday nigl•t at University Stmlium.
A Homecoming game crowd of
25,499 watched UNM score its most
poinls against an American team
since 1950, saw a school-record
field goal by kicker Pete parks and
observed the Lobos break the
school's single-game rushing mark.

was one for one on field goal
attempts and 9-9 in the extra point
department for the night.
UNM racked up 585 yards on 64
rushing attempts to break a 22-yearold record set by the Lobos of 1950
against Northern Arizona. A total of
14 Lobos carried the ball during the
game. Mike Carter had a personal
best of 174 yards in 12 totes and also
had two touchdowns. He also
moved into third place on the the
UNM career rushing list behind
Mike Williams and Fred Henry.
Michael Johnson (I 07) and Willie
Turral (I 08) were the other Lobos
who rushed for 100 yards or more,
lJNM jumped out to a quick, 28-0
lead, as the LobDs scored on four of

Home track schedules cancelled
Dm1 O'Shea
The home schedules for both
men's nnd women's trnck and field
Jcams have been cancelled because
of a deteriorated track.
All three men'; meets and two of

•-......

MIKE McEACHON

the three women's meets scheduled
from January to June 1983 were cancciled, said Mike McEachen,
women's track and field coach. He
is attempting to schedule a women's
meet at a local high school track two
weeks before the Western Athletic
Conference championships.
Director of Athletics John Bridgers said he agrees that the track has
detcrrioratcd and needs work.
Bridgers asked Interim President
John Perovich for construction of a
new track, directly cnst of the footbnll stadium.
"The track is an embarrassment
to the university," said Del. Hessel,
men's track and field coach.
McEachcn said if the request is
approved, the new track should have
an adequate drainag!,! system. The
rubberized asphalt track froze because of water from rain and the
football field's sprinkler system,
said McEachcn.
"We don't need a huge stadium," said McEachcn. If the request is not approved, McEachcn
said available monies should be used

to renovate the present track surface.
"It was poorly constructed from
the start. There is no computability
between the two facilities," said
Hessel.
Hessel said such schools as Ala·
bama, Texas Tech and Arizona have
separate track and football facilities.
He estimates the cost of a new track
facility as "probably $350.000 to
$500,000" based on the University
of Arizona's recently built track stadium.
"It is pretty devastating,"
McEachen said of the cancellations.
It puts "big holes" in the track schedule, and with increased traveling
costs and limited traveling squads, it
hurts the whole program, he said.
"I'll hate to see what the track
looks like next spring," said
McEacheli. "We can't recruit first
class athletes with the present facility," he said. He added that a new
track would enhance recruitment.
The state high school championship track meet was also cancelled said HesseL

five first quarter drives. Quarterback
David Osborn's nifty 44-yard run
put the 'Pack' on the board first at
the 13:52 mark 0 f the quarter. Two
minutes later, Osbom threw to Derwin Williams for 48 yards and
another score. Parks kicked both
PATs.
After the Aggies third punt of the
quarter, the Lobos drove to the
Aggie 10 before giving up the ball on
downs. NMSU had its longest
possesion of the half, before having
to punt for the fourth time.
Aggie punter Marc Brandt kicked
the ball out of bounds at the UNM
three, but the Lobos marched up
field for a touchdown in seven plays
and three minutes. Osborn ran 14
yards to get UNM out of the hole.
Mike Carter then cruised 51 yards
beforcbeing tripped up.
Johnson then went 16 yards
around the left end. From the NMSU
16, Osborn hit Williams for an apparent score, but the play was called
back because of a motion penalty.
Osborn took things into his own
hands on three straight plays to get
the Lobos to the Aggie' four. Mike
Carter took care of the rest and Parks
was true again, putting the Lobos
ahead for good at 21-0.
Brandt punted the ball back to the
Lobos on the next drive, and Johnson scampered 73-yards for a touchdown, It was the 12th longest run
from scrimmage at UNM and
proved that Johnson is showing little
or no effects of a near-crippling knee
injury suffered in 1980. The quarter
lasted almost an hour.
The two teams played even in the
second quarter, as the 'Ags' got on
the scoreboard thanks to an Andre
Francis interception of a Todd Williamson pass. Kim Locklin ran two
yards for the score.

The defense held the 'Ags' to only
13 yards rushing and constantly tor·
mented NMSU's quarterback
throughout the half.
Carter ran 53 yards and Parks
booted his sixth extra point to put the
Lobos ahead 42-7 at the 12:54 mark
of the third quarter. Parks then kicked his 52-yarder to give UNM a 45-7
advantage. NMSU scored in the last
two minutes of the quarter as McAlister hit Locklin with a 19-yard
strike,
TD runs by Denny Allen (18
yards), Willie Turral (63) and Rodney Coles (five) closed out the scoring for UNM. Parks kicked the last
three PATs to finish the night perfect. Turral' s run was the longest
from scrimmage by a freshman in
UNM history.
The Lobo defense sacked Aggie'
quarterbacks five times for 57 yards
in losses. Linebackers Johnny Jackson and Gary Butler had two each
and Richard Mello had the other.
Strong safety Huey Chancellor
made good in his return after missing a few games with a bad knee.
Chancellor recovered a fumble and
had an intcrcepti on.

Goodwin wins
track award
UNM's track coach Mike
MacEachen announced today that
Mary Goodwin is this year's recipient of the Ann Gililand Memorial
Scholarship. This scholarship is presented each year to a UNM track
woman that participates in some of
the same events that Ann Gililand
did, such as heptathalon, hurdles
and long jump. The person must also
be dedicated to the sport. Goodwin
attended St. Pius High School,
where she won state titles in the hurdles and the long jump. She attended
the University of Arizona. for two
years before transfering to UNM,

Carl Raven sent the Lobos into the
lockcroom ahead 35·7, with a 1ynrd plunge and Parks' fifth PAT.
The Lobos dominated the Aggies on
both sides of the line of scrimmage.

--------------
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with this coupon

'

IS THERE A BOTTLENECK
I.N YOUR liFE 1
TRY

1 Free Drink
with your dinner

MONT4N4 MINING

Lunch M-F 11 :00-2:30
Dinner S-Th. 5:00-10:00pm
F-S 5:00-11 :OOpm

UNM Bookstore
Calculator
Price Reduction

$115.00

Academic Year in Madrid
Designed for the concerned student who may not be financially
affluent, the one who demands seriousness in education.

Enjoy the Theaters, Museums, & Cultural Life
of the Spanish Capital

QUALITY INSTRUCTION AT ECONOMY PmCES IN:
ART

Now
$56.95
$73.95

$90.00
$65.00
$90.00

Texas Instruments
TI-58C

Saint Louis University's

ACCOlJNTING

Hewlett Packard
$1IO.OO
$150.00
$90.00
$150.00

The Pack is Back!
Many school and personal records were broken Saturday night by Lobos in
a 66-14 rout of downstate rival New Mexico State University.
A Homecoming crowd of 25,499 saw the Lobos rack up 585 yards on the
ground to break a 22-year-old record and watched Willie Turral break the
freshman record for yards gained on a single carry (63). They also saw kicker
Pete Parks kick a school record 52-yard field goal, and Mike Carter move into
third place on the all-timecarcer rushing list with 174 yard effort. Carter now
has 2,174 yards and is behind Fred Henry (2,935) and Mike WiUiams
(3,862).
Michael Johnson's 73-yard run was the 12tlllongest run in UNM history
and the 66 points scored by UNM were the most against an American team
since 1950. The Lobos are now 6-1 for the year.

THE STIMULATING ATMOSPHERE

OF

Was
$65.00

Records Fall in Homecoming Game

San Mateo & Central
1st National Bank Bldg.

l----------~----~-------------

HP-32E
HP-33C
HP-34C
HP-37E
HP-38C

Focus

$92.95

BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
ECONOMICS
FRENCH
PHILOSOPHY

FOREIGN SCIENCE
HISTORY
LANGUAGE
IJTERATVRE

POLITICAL SCIENCE
PSYCHOLOGY
SOCIOLOGY
THEOLOGY
TEACHING ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE

Our Cenieris located in the Ciudad Universitaria. Staff is recruited from three local universities. Trans·Atlantlc Flights·
$255. Accredible courses !aught in Spanish, personal direction, educational travel. Year's Tuition: $3700, 3-hundred
students cutrently enrolled. Maintenance in family or dormitory runs from $275 to $325 per month according to degree of
comfort.

Half of our student body are Spaniards-Make friends with your host from the first minute.
Information: 1\nymondL. Sullivant, S.J.
Calle de Ia Vina, 3
Madrid 3 Spain

For information call Eileen at 842-8755

PACK ATTACK (clockwise from top}: David Branch and Gary Butler make
life difficult for an NMSU quarterback; Jimmie Carter chases down an
Aggie receiver; Mike Carter takes a handofffrom David Osborn; Michael
Johnson breaks loose for 13 yards.
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Classified .Advertising
Rates:
17¢ per word pe;r day or
12¢ per word per day if run
five or more consecutive days.

Deadline:
1:00 jJ.In. of the day
prior to the date of insertion.
Marron Hall Room 131
(i><'lW('en biology and journalism buildings)

Open 8:0U a.m. to 5:00p.m.
Monday through Friday

LOST KITTEN WHITE, beige ears and tail. Red
collar with name t~g "Lazarus." Call 243-6316
reward.
10/28
CLAIM YOUR LOST possessions at Campus Police
8:00a.m. to4:00 p.m. daily,
tfn

1. Personals
Tilt: MIXEJJ BAGI The store for your mun·
chies ·- nuts, candies, dried fruits, dehyd, soups,
teas and more. Check us out at 121 YaleSE.
10/29
Jo'REEllNCREASt: YOUR rending $peed on the spot
ut u free Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics
Introductory lesson! We'll ulso show you how it's
possible to rend and study 3 to JO times faster! Oct
better grades, have more free time, Find out how. , •
Seeourlnrge ad elsewhere In this paper.
10/29
ON TJU: MALL, live Halloween body parts, Sl and
up.
J0/29
STEVf:'S t"AMII.V RESTAURANT, 4214 Central
SE. 2Wo offanyOreek fool! dinnerwlthstudent 10.
10/26
EATING/WEIGIIT
PROBI,t:MS.
lndividuai/Oroup therapy, Dr. Goodllve, 110 Vassar
SE, 256-IS$3,
10/25
GOOD, t:XPERIENCED ROCK drummer needed, .
Cnll293-87421ifter
10/26
WIIO KNOWS WIIAT shadows lurk In the darkness
of the night and ln men's hearts? The Night Owl
knows. Hoot Hoot.
10/25
t:XPJ.ORECARI.SBADCAVERNS,November6th,
('all Student Travel Center 277-2336.
10/26
STU()ENT VOLUNTEERS NF.EJ>ED in community
human service agencies. Cali2S6-1663 or247-0497, or
go to 1801 L.ns Lomas NE.
10/26
PASSPORT, IDt:NTli'ICATION PIIOTOS. Fast,
inexpensive, pleasing, Lowest prices In town! Two for
SS, Four for $7. Nenr UNM. Come to 123 Wellesley
S.l!., Corner Silver, or cai126S-1323,
tfn
ACCUnATE INFORMATION ABOUT contrac:cptlon, stetilltation, abortion, Right To Choose,
294-0171.
•
tfn
!'REGNANCY TESTING A counseling. Phone 247·
9819.
tfn
nAMONA: DO YOU have your rollerskotes yet? I'm
still working on my moped's battery.
10/25
WE GOT DISTRIBUTORS. Prescription eyeglass
frames. Greenwich Village (lennon Styles), gold
rlrnless, $54.50 (regulor $65.00), Pay Less Opticians,
5019 Mcnaul N.E., across from laBelles,
tfn
AllOPTION IS AN option for untimely pregnancy,
266-:1837.
IJ/22
CONTACTS·I'OUSIIING, SOLUTIONS Casey
Optlcol Company on Lomas just west of Washington,
tfn
MAn:RNnY CLOTJIJNG -QUALITY used at •
reasonable prices, We also carry new nursing bras:
maternity cotton panties, support hose, and
stockings, Abracadabra Maternity Shop, 1711 San
Pedro NI!(at Constitution), 255-3111.
1112
UNM BOOKSTORE SALE starts Wednesday night,
Oct. 28. Watch for ads and coupons!.
10/28
CIIEAP CJIINESE BUFJ'ET all you can eat. Lunch
S3.4S. Joo Jllos China Inn, 5000 Central SE, 2SS·
9311.
11/JO
GURDIEFF-OUSPENSKY STUDY group.
Accepting students, 281·2401.
11112
TRANSLATING;
INTERPRETING;
IIIULTILI!IIGUAL . services. Legal, medical,
10/4
technical, personal. 255-3345.
IIALI.OWEEN FACE PAINTING at the Bookcase
5th annual Halloween Face Painting Party, Sat., Oct.
30, 3-9 p.m. Still only 99 cents (more for custom
jobs). The Do(lkense, 109 MesaS!!. 247-3102, I block
east of University A ~·e ondjust south ofCer.tral. Also
selling Halloween body parts Sl and up.
10/29

3. Services
PIANO: DEGREED, EXPFJUENCED, patient. 2666212.
11/10
VI(.'TORIA'S WORD SMillfY: Word processing
and typing. Fast, accurate, reliable. Quality products
at reru;onai11e rates. Call Vickie anytime, 821-4812,
10/29
PROFF.SSIONAL TYPING. MEDICAL ter•
minology, Correcting Selectric. After 6 p.m. '1121·
4378.
IllS
TYPERIGIIT - PROFESSIONAL
TYPING
service. 265-5203.
I 0/29
OVERWEIGHT7 NEE)) 85 overweight people for an
all natural weight control program. Call 265·1478 or
255-9866.
10/29
TYPIST. ON CAMPUS, Sense of humor. Some
aenius. 242-3093.
I Ill
TYPING. BEAUTIFUL IBM, Free editing,
Guarantee A plus. Sl page doublespace including
bibliography, footnotes, graphs, chartS, Perfect
format. Edna Allcott is as close as your mailbox, 950
Cordova Road, Santa Fe. 1-982-6633, Hours 8-3,
11/1
GUITAR LESSONS. ALL styles. 21 years teaching.
JohnMitchell268-0496.
10/25
PROFESSIONAL TYPING BY English MAleditor.
Vast experience with dissertations, papers. Editing
available, 256-0916
•
10/27
U HOUR TYPING, Jean 881..()628,
10/26
GUITAR I.ESSONS, INSTRUMENTS, repairs and
rentals, MARC'S Guitar Center, 143 Harvard S.E.
265-3315.
tfn
QUALITY TYPING. LOMAS-Tramway area, 85
cents/page. 299·1355,
12/13
TYPIST·TERM PAPERS$,75. Resumes. 299·8970,
10/29
TYPING NEAR UNM, Cal1247-3519.
10/29
QA TYPING SERVICE: a complete typing and
editorial system. Technical, general, legal, medical,
12113
scholastic, chartS and tables. 345-2125.
FVI.L SERVICE TYPING - in by 9 a.m., (lUI by 5
p.m.268-0657.
10/26
ACCURATE, PROFESSIONAL TYPING and other
secretarial services. Call THE OTHER OFFICE: 81146$64,
12113

s.

BRAND NEW ACOUSTIC guitar, $150, 265-1829,
ask for Ken.
10125
BICYCLE SALE. CENTURION Click tO-speed now
$149.95 Including kickstand and thorn tubes. Sav~
10/29
0 vcr $30, Harvard Dike House, 255·8808,
FOR SALE: TRIPLE beam scale, very accurate, four
months old. Call277-5379.
10/27
RCA TV FOR $60. Five months old. Call Todd, 8814612.
10/29
SALE: MARC'S GUITAR Center, Free tuner
($99.50 value) with all Ibanez guitars, 15 'lo off all
Ovation guitars, !43 Harvard SE.
11/12
DIKE, MUST SELL soon. Used ten speed Raleigh.
Good condition. Neil, eves, .266-0821.
10/26
1981 MOPED AND helmet. Excellent condition.
$250. 255-931 I.
10/29
SURPLUS JEEPS, CARS and trucks available.
Many sell for under $200, Call (312) 742·1143 ext.
9340A for information on bow to pUrchase.
10/25

NEE)) MANAGER FOR Lobo Women's Basketball
Team. Call Coach Haselton at 277·2543 or Coach
Walsh at 277·3243.
10/25
LOOKING FOR A job with perfect hours? Let us
train you to be a professional Bartender. Inter·
national Academy of Bartending, 5600-B McLeod
NE. Phone 243-9358 24 hrs. Hurry, classes forming
nowl.
10/25
PART·TIME JOB afternoons and evenings. Must be
21 years old, Must be able to work Friday and
Saturday nights, Apply In person, no phone calls
please, Saveway Liquor Stores at 5704 Lomas NE,
S516 Mennul NE.
11/2
OVERSEAS
JOBS - SUMMER/year
round.
Europe, S, Amer., Australia, Asia, All Fields. SS00$1200 monthly, Sightseeing. Free info. Write JJCBo~t
S2-NMI, Corona Dei Mar, CA 92625.
10/29
EXPERIENCED GYMNAST TO assist g)'mnastlc
classes 3-6 p.m. Wed., 4-6 p.m. Fri., 9 a,m,-12 Sat.
$4/hr, Downtown YWCA 247-8841. Contact Mary
Ann Durkin,
10/26
NEWSPAPER ROUTES AVAILABLE. All through
city. Mostly walking routes. Two mornings a week.
High commission, good money. 843-7537 ext, 272
between3 and5 p.m. only,
10/27
NIGHT WORK AVAILABLE. Start now, All shifts,
262-1751, Guaranteed Jobs. Small one-time fee.I0/29
BUSINESS ORIENTED PERSONS earn $10-$15
hour In your spare time with top nutritional company, Will train In fundamentals of business and how
to start yourself. Cali26S-t478 or255-9866.
10/29

c;overed

FOUND WATCII- PARKING lot across from
UNM. Come to 131 Marron Holltoclaim.
10/28
FOUNIJ: FEMALE KITTEN, grey, hazel eyes. Area
10/26
of Gold Ave. and Duena Vista SE, Phone 265-0239.

. Makers of Handmade
•
Indian Jewelry
••

~""!!'
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_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _..,

LOST TWO RINGS In SUB women's bathroom. One
garnet, one ruby. Reward will be give. 298·7788.
10/26
REWARD FOR TilE return of Magdalana Heise's
purse, 884-5085 or.243-61 13.
10/25
•·ouND: BLUE lO·spced near Lead and Buena Vista
SE. 247·1423 after 5 p.m.
10/29
t'OUNJJ: RING IN women's restroom of Art Annex.
Chtlm at 131 Marron Hall.
i0/29

UNCONTESTED

DIVORCE: $75
COlJRT COST ADDITIONAL
NO (HARGE OR OBLIGATION
FOR INITIAL CONSlJLTATION
W I II ~Bid /"42 2602
I CA~t1!/TH IANDCNAl

r, 11\IOC !ATfl

tfCAl CliNt(

HALLOWEEN?

~m::m~:;;,

Doli>'

And wHkty dou.s
Now ~tnroillng
Clcwk:al, Ball.t, JazZ
llt~S.~laxatlon

1.oura D!awn-Eldctt

~--------------,

II~
·
.
~
I
CITY"' ·
J 2 Slices of Cheese Pizza
-1
& A Large Soft Drink
$1.65
I
I
127 H•rv•rd SE
I
'"'*-a.•c...~ '

.......,...,

HARRY'S PLACE
2 Eggs, toast

II and coffee ............ 99¢
I COFFEE ........ 19¢
I
Bearclaw sweetroll 49¢

.1
·I
I
I

·----------------.

OPEN 8:00AM
VIDEO GAMES 2 for 25¢

9. Las Noticias
CLUB? MEETING? ORGANIZATION Advertise in
Las Noticias.
tfn
UNM ARCHERY CLUB meeting tomorrow, Room
231-P SUB. 12:30 to 2 p.m.
10/25

7. Travel
CHARTER BUSES ANYWHERE, NM or USA.
Pisr.ount Program. Gray Line243-5501.
I 112
ADVERTISE YOUR TRIP, Adventure, or Ride
Needs in the Daily Lobo,
tfn

HARRY'S PLACE
FRIED ZUCCHINI,
Homemade
Vegetable

8. Miscellaneous ·
BALLOON BoUQUETS) HAVE our "BMOC" (Big
Monkey On Campus) give ypur favorite person a
"Big Lift." Balloon Bouquets for all occasions- Birthdays, Anniversaries, Get Well, New
Baby, or" Just Because I Love You." 298-5411.l0/29
KAUFMAN'S FOR HALLOWEEN - Gas masks,
MASH uniforms, Army uniforms, sailor suits.
Kaufman's: a Real Army-Navy Store. 504 Yale SE.
265-7777.
I0/29

Soup w/crackers & bread sticks

& MILLER or

MILLER LITE
only $2.49
(a $2.94 value!!)

Magic is always
revived in times
of tension
SOUTHWEST
MARRON HALL, Rm 131
277-5656

6. Employment

ROOMMATE WANTED TO share 2 bdrm apartment near Tramway NS. $135/mo, V. utilities, $100
DD. Prefergraduatestudent,294-7262.
10/25
FOR LEASE 675 sq. ft. office space across from
UNM call larry or Dorothy 265-9542 or evenings
881-3974.
tfn
FOR RENT: EFFICIENCY apartment, 1410 Girard
N.E., $200/mo., for one person, $220/mo. for 2
persorts, all utilities paid, $125 ~ecurity deposit. Fully
rurnished-security locks and laundry facilitle5. No

'lllragon

WEEKEND SUPEUVISOR AND weekend aide to
work In temporary ~are facilitY for handicapped
adults, every other weekend. Duties include shortterm care for handicapped adults, training and
recreational activities, and record keeping,
Experience with handicapped persons required, Call
Kathl Norris at 873-0600.
·
10/25

5. ForSale

4. Housing

2. Lost & Found

2219 r..od.

children or pets. Please cnll before 6:00 In the
evening, 266-8392.
tfn
THE CITADEI,-SU!'ERB location near UNM and
downtown. Bus service every 30 minutes. I l)edroom
or effici~ncy, from $230 up. All utilities paid. Peluxc
kitchen with dishwasher and disposal, recreation
roorn, swlrnrnlng pool, TV room and laundry, Adult
couples, no pets. 1520 University NE. 243-2494. tfn
BACHELOR U'PE COTTAGI':, Range, ref rig., new
carpet. Large room, bath, enclosed ynrd, Offstreet
parking. Water paid. Must see to appreciate, 61 Hl
Madison NE. $175 mo., $175 PD,' one year )ease,
Therold E. Brown Company. 888-3000,
J0/27
ALI. QILLS PAID. $155 flat. Student discounts, 262J7SJ, G.S.$49fee.
10/29
ROOM TO ROOM $75. Pets ok. 262-1751
Guaranteed R~ntals. $49 fee,
10/29
$150 2·DEDROOM, complete kitchen, 262-1751,
Guaranteed Rentals. $49 fee.
10/29
.lUST $145 STUDENT special. 262-1751. Guaranteed
I0129
Rentals. $40 fee with this ad.
WAI.K TO UNM. $205 w/fireplace, 262-1751,
Guaranteed Rentals. $49 fee.
10/29
STU))ENT NEE))S APT-MATE. Furnished, own
room, ncar campus, $107/mo plus V. utilities. Clean,
quiet indepe.~dcnt-typc. Non-smoker preferred. 2662233, eves best. Don't give up!.
10/29
VERY NICt; 2-13R home $300, Mother in Law qts,
$150. Large coz.y efficiency $175, University-Lady of
Fll!imn area. 299-8543.
10/25

ARMY-NAVY GOODS
504 YALE SE

265-7777

a relationship

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
1 Italian Isle
6 Places
10 Designate
140nce- - :
Every seven
days
15 Be worthy of
16 Mild oath
17 Telegraph
man
18 Underwrite
'20 Cut
21 Leave
alone
22 Ballpoint
23 Fruit
25 Vexers
27 Gems
30 Machine tool
31 Point
32 Ottomans
34 Pores
38 Newt
40Sag
42 Kiltie
43 Massage
anew
45 WWislte
47 Pool stick
48 Extremity
50 Solons
52 Food
56 Hell

57 Arab
garment
58 Fawn
60 Spinning like

FRIDAY'S
PUZZLE SOLVED

63 Indigestion
65Ammonia
compound
66 Future benetiter
67 Ailowuse
68 English
money
69 Helper: Abbr.
70 Optics
71 Garden tool
DOWN
1 Engine parts
2 Playing
hooky, Army
style
3Amblt
4 Napper
5DDE
6 Mythical
7 Paddles
8 Bottle
9lnnate
10 Left-over
11 Openmouthed
12 Creator

13 Paradises
19 Stile
21 Distributed
24 Spanish
article
26 Notices
27 German river
28 Propose
29 Stanches
33 Grouches
35 Confronting
36 Gloomy
37 Holy ones:
Abbr.
39 Ballet garb

41 Of punishment
44 Hull part
46 Kind of iron
49 Color
51 Yoked
52 Italian city
53 Chasm
54 Foundations
55 Wander
59 Creeper
61 Quondam
62 Look
64 Darling
65 Primate

